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1981
Thyssen Draht AG

Drebes and integeration into 
Thyssen Draht AG

1996
 bedea 

Management buy-out, 

Drebes GmbH is now fully 
privately owned

1889

Foundation of the company 

Drebes joins in 1895

2018
bda connectivity

Takeover of the cable and Co-
MeT divisions from bedea and 
foundation of bda connectivity 
GmbH, fully owned by Christian 

Das Unternehmen
Company Insights

Connectivity – der Name ist Programm. Connectivity – this is our passion. 
We are pioneers in communication technologies. For more 
than 60 years, we have been manufacturing special cables that 

dition is a range of high-quality indoor antennas and passive 
components for the telecommunications market. The “CoMeT” 
measuring system developed by the company is an important 

connectors, cable assemblies and components.

Kurze Unternehmensgeschichte
Company Milestones

Made in Germany
The idea of cross-functional quality is part of our DNA at bda 
connectivity. Fixed procedures to maintain and continuously 
improve quality are just as self-evident as an employee 
idea program to improve production processes and working 
environment.

CoMeT Test System

developed by bda connectivity.
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Isolierte Adern
Insulated Cores

The basic component of a multiconductor cable is the
insulated core consisting of a single wire or stranded wi-
res. These are used as so called hookup wires for the 
wiring of electronic devices and modules. The range of 
possible constructions is large. We are able to work with 
wires from 0.05 mm up to 8 mm and insulate them with 

from -100 °C up to +260 °C may be covered. Colour 
codes with a single colour or multiple colours by means 
of a ring or stripe marking can be done.
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Rauscharme koaxiale Messkabel
Low-Noise Coaxial Cables

When moving a cable electrostatic charges and 
voltages occur due to internal friction. As these voltages, 
called “microphony”, may have up to 0.5 V, the actual 
measured signal will be blotted out. Low noise measuring 
cables are designed to emit extremely low microphony 
voltages, in specially constructed cables the microphony 
voltage is even below 0.1 mV. The quality of the poten-
tial balancing layer is essential for this advantage in the 
measuring technology. 

Coaxially designed low noise cables are used in those 
applications where minimum voltages or charges have 
to be measured reliably, e.g. in the pH measuring tech-

This procedure was developed together with the techni-
cal university of applied sciences (TH) Darmstadt. The 
results of this measuring procedure are precise and re-
produciple in a way which could not be obtained with the 

For special applications, these cables may be combined 
with power supply or control cores and additional 
screenings.



Sondenkabel ventiliert
Ventilated Probe Cables

For certain purposes in level monitoring, cables with 
pressure balancing tubes are used. Within these ca-
bles,

the necessary ventilation. Designed self-supporting, 
these cables have got a jacket which is optimised for 
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specially designed armoured cables. A single layer, or, in 
most of the cases, a double layer of high strength steel 
wires make these cables selfsupporting and baring high 
loads and tor sions. For applications in highly corrosive 
media, these layers are available in non-corrosive steel 
design, provided with special anti-corrosive agents or 
lubricants.

Sondenkabel armiert
Armoured Probe Cables



Steuerleitungen
Control Cables

Steuerleitungen

Sondersteuerleitungen

Control Cables
Control cables LiYCY are multi-purpose constructions 

technology. Flexible by using strands made of thinnest 
copper wires, insensitive against electromagnetic inter-
ferences due to a tight braid, and provided with a oil-
resistant jacket, these cables may be used for manyfold 
purposes in electronics and mechanical engineering. 
Twisted-pair-designs may even be used for simple data 

however, other colour codes are possible as well.

Custom designed Control Cables
In addition to our standard control cables, we 
manufacture control cables to our customers’ 

about these products.
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Steuerleitungen (PiMF)

Steuerleitungen (Wendelschirm)

Control Cables (PiMF)
For higher demands on cross-talk behaviour, the 
single pairs of a cable may be screened with laminated 
aluminum foils. By that, cross-talk attenuation values up 
to 100 dB can be achieved in the low frequency range. 
The screens can be contacted by a drain wire or strand.

Control Cables with helical screen
In those cases, where cables are moved permanently, a 
foil screen may be a disadvantage. So, these cables are
provided with pairs, helically screened by copper wires. 

most applications.



Bus-Leitungen (Industrie)
Bus Cables (Industrial)

transmission of e.g. real-time applications in factory  

cables. Bus cables for rough industrial usage combine 
best possible signal transmission characteristics with 

of 90, 100, 120 and 150 ohms. Standard constructions

supply, metallic or non-metallic armourings or special 
jackets.
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robotics and machine construction cable trailing is an 
indispensable component. Trailing is a real torture for a 
cable. Millions of cycles have to be performed inspite of 
intense forcing impacts like long distances of acting or 
lifting, high acceleration speed or sudden slow down and
possibly torsion forces. Such stresses will be sustained
onlay by suitable and tested cable constructions. At 
bda connectivity we therefore have established a cable 

cables in a close dialogue with customers.

Schleppkettenbusleitungen
Trailing Bus Cables



Bus-Leitungen (Gebäudetechnik)
Bus Cables (Building control system)

The controlling technology is not only a prerequisite for

home installation, too. A well-known application is the 

housing areas. 

Informations or commands given by sensors are 
transmitted by a 2-core cable (= bus). These data 

switching processes such as dimming of lights, 
changing of room climate, or moving of shutters.

Due to economic cabling structures, the lengths of 
power supply cables stay short. The power for the 
controlling components is supplied by the bus cable.
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For the save transmission of electrostatic high voltages 
of 200 kV and more, there are special cables needed. 

may have some more insulating or smoothing layers of 

cation. These types are designed as coaxial constructi-
ons due to the necessary dielectric strength of insulation.
Applications are given in the surface coating technology 
or for high voltage generators.

Hochspannungskabel
High Voltage Cables



Kombikabel
Combined Cables

For sophisticated cabling applications is often better to 
keep data and control cables, even power supply etc. 
together in one combined cable. This solution does not 
only have a professional look but also eases the inter-
connections. Well-know producers of connectors have 
engaged with this provide modular equipable connec-

partial screens than with a discrete cabling.
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In the communication and data transmission technology,

advantages of these cables such as their insensi-
tiveness against electromagnetic interferences their 
high bandwidth and their low weight are usefull in the 
measuring and controlling technology as well. In mechanical 
engineering, very often the problem occurs to transmit 

other units and improper cable arrangements may 
disturb the transmission of sensitive data. 

solution for these cases. Copper cores may take care of 
power supply, while data can actually be transmitted by 

be used. For special applications (high temperature, 
aggressive surrounding media etc.), these products can 
be provided with appropriate designs and materials.

LWL/Cu-Hybridkabel
Fibre Optic/Cu Hybrid Cables



LWL-Kabel
Fibre Optic Cables

is presented by bda connectivity. Besides our production

connectors, too.
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Fibre-optical outdoor cable
A-DQ (ZN) 2Y. . .

For outdoor application 
(exposed solar radiation, 
buried installation).

MDA-. . . (A-D (ZN) 2Y)
Fibre-optical outdoor cable
MDA-. . . (A-D (ZN) 2Y)

Compact, low-cost design,
free of grease made for all

-
res. For outdoor applica-
tion ( exposed solar radia-
tion, buried installation).

Fibre-optical indoor cable

Indoor cable for all inhouse
applications with up to 16 

with small diametres.

Fibre-optical breakout
cable BDB

“Classical” breakout cable
with stranded simplex 
indoor cables for multi 
patch cables. For indoor 
and outdoor installation, 
but not for buried laying or 
direct solar exposure.

Fibre-optical micro break-
out cable MVB
(I-V (ZN) H)

The low cost alternative 
to our “classic” breakout 
cable. Compact design 

Mounting of connectors 

possible. For indoor 
installation only.

Fibre-optical indoor cable
TopLink

(STS) Y. . .)

cable for stationary ins-
tallation. Absolutely safe 
installation due to 
integrated strain relief 
elements.

Fibre-optical indoor cable

Data transmission up 
to app.100 m (audio 
applications, controlling 
and monitoring of arrays 
and components in the 
automotive sector and 
industrial processes).



Lichtleitkabel
Light Guiding Cables

demands within the sensor technology (light barriers, 

of car instruments and switchboards).

Manufactured endless, they are prepared for further 

For lower demands on transmission quality, even polymer 

mm).
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Konfektionierte Lichtleitkabel
Fibre Optic Assemblies

assemblies. These products are considered as a 
complete solution for any applications in the above 

systems, the electronic devices may be put out of 
dangerous areas (vibrations, high or low temperatures, 
dust etc.). While increasing the reliability of operation, 
service costs can be reduced by longer service intervals. 

Fed by only one source of light, hundreds of high 
luminance light points can be combined to any sign. The 
same prerequisites are for the illumination technique. 

source, can so illuminate even inaccessible areas. In 
point-to-point connections, the actual light can be taken 



bda connectivity GmbH


